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SUBMANIFOLD OF A P-SASAKIAN MANIFOLD

By JAE-RYONG KIM

§ o. Introduction

In recent year, Sato ([IJ) has introduced P-Sasakian structure (or normal
paracontact Riemannian structure) and a number of authors has studied some
characteristic properties of a P-Sasakian manifold ([l], [2J, [3J).

On the other hand, many authors have studied infinitesimal variations of
submanifold of Riemannian and Kaehlerian manifold. Moreover K. Yano,
U-Hang Ki and J. S. Pak ([6J) proved that an infinitesimal fibre-preserving
invariant conformal variation of a compact orientable invariant submanifold
of a Sasakian manifold is necessarily f-preserving, where f-preserving means
that it is invariant and it preserves the induced tensor field fab of type (1,
1) on the invariant submanifold of a Sasakian manifold. And K. Matsumoto
has proved theorems analogous to those proved in ([6J) in the invariant
hypersurfaces of a P-Sasakian manifold.

The purpose of the present paper is to study infinitesimal variations of a
compact orientable submanifold of a P-Sasakian manifold and to prove the
orems analogous to those proved in ([4J, [6J). Thanks are due to Professor
U-Hang Ki for his invaluable advice.

§ 1. Prelimsinaries

Let Mn be an-dimensional P-Sasakian manifold covered by a system of
coordinate neighberhoods {U; x h} and gji be the Riemannian metric where
and in the sequel the indices h, l, j, ... run over the range {I, 2, ..., n} •

Then we have

(1.1) f'jli-f';!j=O,
(1.2) f'k,f'jfi= (-gki+fkfi) I j + (-gk,j+hfj)li,

ji being a unit vector field of Mn and li Jigji ([IJ, [2J, [3J), where Vj

denotes the Levi-Civita covariant differentiation. Now if we put

(1.3) I/=f'jji
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then we have

(1. 4) fj!i=l, f/ fi=O, fd/=O,
(1. 5) f/ fih=ol-fjfh,
(1. 6) fji fij (fji=gid/) ,

and

(1. 7) gstf/ f/=gji-fjfi o

Then we can easily obtain

(1. 8) K"jlh=g"dj-gjiik,
(1. 9) Kj;/i= - (n-I) f j,
(1.10) Kjd/-Kjtsdts= (n-2) fji-ifigji+2ififjf;,
(1.11) Kjd/=Kit f/,

where K"jih and Kfj are respectively the curvature tensor and the Ricci tensor
with respect to gji, ifi is defined as ifi fjig ji ([3J).

Let Mm be a m-dimensional Riemannian manifold isometrically immersed
in Mn by the isometric immersion i : Mm~Mn and covered by the local
coordinate system {V; ya}. We identify pEMm with i(p) EMn and the tan
gent space TpMm with a subspace of TpMn. In terms of local coordinates
(ya) of Mm and (xh) of Mn the immersion i is locally €xpre~s€d by x h=
xh(ya).

If we put Bai= oaXi, oa=%ya, then Bai are m-linearly independent vectors
of Mn tangent to Mm. Denote by gba the Riemannian metric tensor of Mm,
we have

gcb=BiBbigji

because the immersion is isometric.
We denote by G:,A (n-m) mutually unit normals to Mm. Then the metric

tensor of the normal bundle of Mm is given by gyx=C/G3/=Oyx> Oyx denoting
the Kronecker delta. The systems of indices a, b, c, ...and x, y, z, ... run over
the ranges {I, 2, ..., m} and {m+ 1, ..., n} respectively and the summation
convension will be used with respect to these indices.

Let hbax be second fundamental tensors of Mm. Then we have the follow
ing Gauss and Weingarten equations

(1.12) fl'bBai=hbaxCxi, f'bC:/=-hba;Bai

Vb being the so-called van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant differentation
and hbax=hbeYgeagyz, where VbBai, f'bCxi are

f'bBai = ObBai - {b ca} B/+ {/k} BbjBa",

f'bC/=ObC:/ + {/k} BbjCxk - FbYxC/
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and ~ik} and {bac} are the Christoffel's symbols formed with gji and gcb

respectively and TbYx are the components of the connection induced on the
normal bundle of Mm from the Riemannian connection 17 of Mn, that is,

TbYX=(ObC/+ {/k} BbiCl) cYi, CYi=CxhgxYghi.

Denoting Kdcba and K dcyx the curvature tensors of Mm and of the normal
bundle of Mm, we have the following structure equations of Gauss, Codazzi
and Ricci respectively:

(1.13) Kdcba=KkiihBdkBiBbiBha+hdaxhcbx-h/xhdbx,
(1. 14) o= KkjihB/BbjBaiChx- (l7chbax-l7bhcax),

and
(1. 15) Kdcyx=KkjihBiBciC/Chx+hdexh/y-hceXhdeyo

A m-dimensional submanifold Mm of Mn is called invariant (or an invari
ant submanifold) when each tengent space of Mm is invariant under the
action of f/o Hence in this case, we can put

(1. 16) f/Bbj ibaBai, f/Cxi_fxYC/,

!ha and f yX being tensor fields of type (1,1) of Mm and the normal bundle
of Mm respectively. Putting iba=f{gea, fyx-f/gu, we have

iba=fab' fyx fxy.
On the other hand, we put
(1.17) fi faBai+fxCxi.

Transvecting the equations of (1. 16) with f/ and making use of (1. 5),
(1. 16) and (1. 17), we have

(1.18) fba f~e=Obe-fbfe, fdx=O,

(1.19) fxzfzy=oxY-fxfY•

And now from (1. 4) we have

(1. 20) faf a+fxf x=l,
(1. 21) fa fab=O, fX fxY=O.

Differentiating covariantly the equations of (1. 16) and making use of (1. 2),
(1. 12), (1. 16), (1. 17) and (1. 18), we have

(1. 22) Llcfba= (-oca+fcfa) fb+ (-gcb+ fcfb) fa,

(1. 23) hcaxiba= hchYf/'-gcbfx,
(1. 24) V'cfxY=O.

Finally differentiating covariantly the equation (1. 17) and making use of
(1. 3), (1. 12) and (1. 16), we can obtain

(1. 25) V'bJa=fba+ Phba:&J
(1. 26) V'bf x= - fahbax.
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From the last equation of (1.18) and (1. 20),· we can see that there exist
only two cases: (1) p:=O or (2) fb=O.

(1) In case /-x=O, that is, (2) In case fb=O, that is,

the P-Sasakian structure vector ji of the ambient manifold Mn is

tangent I normal to the submanifold Mm,

(1. 18) r-..J (1. 26) reduce

(1. 27) fba fae=i:he- fbf" (1. 27)' fba f ae=Obe

(1.28) fi' fz'=ozY (1.28)' fzz fzY=ozY-fzfY
(1.29) fafa=l (1.29)' fzJz=l
(1.30) fafab=O (1. 30)' fzlyz=O
(1.31) Vt:fba= -0/ fb+2fcfbfa (1. 31)' Vcfba=O

-gcbfa

(1. 32) hcaz fba = hcbYf y
Z

(1.33) P'cfzY=O
(1.34) P'bfa Iba
(1. 35) Jahbaz=O.
(1. 27), (1.29), (1. 30), (1. 31) and

(1. 34) show that (fba, gcb, fb) adm
its a P-Sasakian structure in Mm.

Thus we have
(1.36) Kdcbafa= -fdgcb+fcgdb
(1. 37) Kcblb= - (m-I) Ic
(1. 38) Kcefbe- Kceabfea

= (m-2)fcb-pgcb+2if>lcfb
(1. 39) Kcefbe=Kbef/,

where if> fc~cb.

(1.32)' hcaz fba = hcbYfyZ-gcbf Z

(1.33)' Vt:f,/=O
(1.34)' fba=-fzhbaz
(1.35)' VbJz=O.
(1.27)' and (1. 31)' show that

(ha, gcb) admits an almost product
structure in Mm,

§ 2. Infinitesimal variations of invariant submanifolds

We consider an infinitesimal variation of invariant submanifold Mm of Mn
given by

(2.1) xh=xh(y) +';h(y).s,

where ';h(y) is a vector field of Mn defined along Mm and .s is an infinitesimal.
We then have

(2.2) Ebh=Bbh+ (ih';h)e,

where Ei=a,;ih are m-linearly independent vectors tangent to the varied
submanifold. We displace Ebh parallelly from the varied point (xh) to the
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original point (xk). Then we obtain the vectors
Bbh= Ebh+ rj;k (x+~e)~jEb;e

at the point (xk) , or Bbh=Bbh+ (f1b~k)e, neglecting the terms of order higher
than one with respect to e, where

(2. 3) Ilb~h=;h~h+rj;hBbi~j.

In the equel we always neglect terms of order higher than one with respect
to e. Thus putting OBbh=Bbh_Bl, we have OBbk=(rb~k)e.

If we put
(2. 4) ~h=~aBah+~xCl,

then we obtain
(2. 5) Ilb~k= (f1b~a-hbxa~x)Bah+(f1b~x+hba:x~a)Cl

because of (1.12).
Now we denote by Cl (n-m) mutually orthogonal unit normals to the

varied submanifold and by Cyh the vectors obtained from Cl by parallel
displacement of Cyh from the point (xk) to (xh). Then we have

) ?'< h- - h h ( C: ) E:.- i(2.6 L-y -Cy +rj; x+",e 'i,JCye.

We put

(2.7) oCl=Cl-Cl
and assume that oCyh is of the form

(2.8) oC/=r;/e= (r;y4Bak+r;yxCxk)e.

Then, from (2. 6), (2. 7) and (2. 8), we have
(2. 9) c/=c/-r;}~jC/e+(r;/Bak+r;yxCxh)e.

Applying the operator 0 to BbjC/gj;=O and using (2.5), (2.8) and ogj;=O,
we find

(rb~y+hbay~a) +r;yb=O,

where ~y=~z;gZ;y and r;yb=r;/gcb, or
(2.10) r;/= - (f1a~y+hbay~b),

va being defined to be Ila=gacIlc' Applying also the operator 0 to C/C:/gj;
=gyz; and using (2.8) and ogj;=O, we find

(2.11) r;y:x+r;XY=O,

where 1}yx=r;yZgz;z.

We assume that the infinitesimal variation (2. 1) carries an invariant sub
manifold into an invariant submanifold, that is,

(2. 12) fih(x+~e) Ebi are linear combination of Ebk.

Now using the equations of (1. 2), (1. 16), (1. 17), (1. 18), (2.2), (2.3),
(2. 4) and (2. 5), we have
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(2. 13) lih(x+~e) Bbi= [fba-Ibe(17e~a-h.a x~x)e+ lea (17b~e- hbex~x)e+2(~ele)
fbfae-Ib~ae- fa~beJBbh+[fyx(17b~y+ hbay~a) - fba

(l7a~x+haex~e) -h~x-~bfxJCxhe.

Thus (2. 12) is equivalent to

(2.14) fyx(l7b~Y) -fbaW/;x) -fl;x=o

by the virtue of (1. 25).

An infinitesimal variation given by (2. 1) is called an invariant (or inva
riance-preserving) variation if it carries an invariant submanifold into an
invariant submanifold. When ';x=O, that is, when the variation vector ';h
is tangent to the submanifold, the variation is said to be tangential and when
';a=o, that is, when the variation vector ~h is normal to the submanifold,
the variation is said to be normal. When the tangent space at a point (xh)
of the submanifold and that at the corresponding point (xh) of the varied
submanifold are always parallel, the variation is said to be parallel. Then
we have the following assertions:

LEMMA 2.1. In order for an infinitesimal variation to be invariant, it is
necessary and sufficient that the variation vector satisfies (2. 14).

LEMMA 2.2. In order for an infinitesimal variation to be parallel, it is
necessary and sufficient that

17b';x+hbax';a = O.

LEMMA 2.3. If an infinitesimal invariant variation of Mm is parallel, then
it is tangential in case (1), that is, it is tangential in the case that the vector
fields ji are always tangent to the submanifold, and it is normal in case (2),
that is, it is normal in the case that the vector fields fi are always normal to
the submanifold.

§ 3. The variations of 'ba

Suppose that an infinitesimal variation (2. 1) is invariant. Then putting

(3.1) f!'(x+!;e) Bbi= (fba+(]fba) Bah,

we have from (1. 15) and (2. 15)

(3.2) ofba=[feaVbf;e- fbeVla+2(f;efe) fbfa- fb!;a- ja~bJe.

If an invariant variation preserV'es fba, then we say that it is f-preserving.

LEMMA 3. 1. An invariant variation is f-preserving if and only if

(3.3) (Vb!;e) f.a- fbeWe~a)+2(~efe) fbja- fb~a_~bfa=O.

Now applying the operator (] to gcb=gjiB/Bbi, and using ogji=O, we find
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(3.4) Ogcb= (17e~b+/7b~e-2hcbx~x)e,

from which we have
ogcb= - (Vb~c+/7ce-2hcb~x)c.

A variation of a submanifold for which ogcb=O is said to be isometric and
for which ogcb is proportional to gcb is said to be conformal. A necessary
and sufficient condition for an infinitesimal variation (2. 1) of a submanifold
to be conformal is

(3. 5) 17c~b+/7b~c-2hcb~x=2Agcb,

where A= (l/m) (V.~e-h/~x).

Since the infinitesimal variation (2. 1) is invariant, we have
(3.6) JlC/=J/Cxh.

Then using (2. 9), we find

(3. 7) fih(x+~c)[Cyi-rj/~jc/c+(r;/Bai+ r;yxCxi)c] = (fyx+ of/£) Cxh

from which we can get

(3. 8) r;/f.a-~afy-~yfa fyxT}:xa,
(3.9) of/=[ - f/£T}x%+r;yx fx%- f%!;y- fy~z+2(!;Xfx) fyfz]e.
On the other hand, applying the operator 0 to (1. 29) and (1. 30), we

have the variations of fc in case (1) by the help of (3. 2) and (3. 4)
(3.10) ojc=S3fcc,

.2 being the operator of the Lie derivation.
We now define a tensor field Tcb by

(3.11) Tcb=V'c!;b- (V'~d) f/fbd- (fbe!;e) fe' + (f/!;e) h-fe fd(/7e!;d) fcfb,
(3. 11)' Tcb=V'c~b-(l7e~a) f/ ha

for the case (1) and (2) respectively, and prove

LEMMA 3.2. In order for an infinitesimal invariant variation of an invar
iant submanifold to be f-preserving, it is necessary and sufficient that Tcb=O.

Proof. Suppose that an infinitesimal invariant variation of an invariant
submanifold is f-preserving. Then in case (1) by Lemma 3. 1, we have

Vb!;c - fe (Vb~e)fc- (V.t;a)Jacfbe-fb~ef/=0,

by transvecting (3.3) with fae and using (1.27) and (1. 30),

fa vd!;a-fe.fa( ve!;a)!d-!de!;e

by transvecting (3. 3) with fafi and using (1. 29) and (1. 30) respectively.
These two equations imply that Tcb=O.

Conversely we suppose that Tcb=O. Then we have by transvecting (3.11)
with fc

f"Vb~.= fe fa (/7.!;a) h- fbe~., fe/7 .!;b= fe fa (/7et;a) fb+ fbe~e'
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Transvecting (3. 11) with fac and taking account of (1. 27), (1. 30) and the
last equations, we have our lemma. In case (2), from Lemma 3.1 and
(1. 27)' we can easily verify our lemma.

And consequently we shall prove

LEMMA 3.3 For an infinitesimal conformal invariant variation of an inva
riant minimal submanifold, we have;

In case (1)
(3. 12) Tcb+ Tbc=O
(3. 13) Tcb+ f/ ibaTea= ()3fC> ib

- ()3fb) fc
(3.14) TcbTcb=2Tcbp/;b+4()3fc)

f/t;e-2()3fc) ()3fc)

-2A()3fc) fC.

In case (2)
(3. 12)' Tcb+ Tbc=O
(3.13)' Tcb+ f/ ibaTea=O

Proof. Differentiating (3. 5) covariantly and using Ricci identity and the
first Biahchi identity, we find

(3. 15) V cVbt;a- Kbacdt;d=Vc(hbaxt;x+ Agba) +Vb(hcaxt;x+ Agca)
- Va(hcbx~x+ Agcb)'

Transvecting this with gcb and using the condition h/x=O, that is, the
submanifold is minimal, we find

(3.16) VCVcf';a+Kacf';c-2Vc(hcaxf';x) + (m-2)VaA=0.

On the other hand, in case (1) we can easily verify that

(3.17) FPCV'~b) =A,

by the virtue of (3. 5).
Thus from the definition (3. 13), (1. 28) and (1. 32), we see that (3. 12).

Now using (1. 27) and (3. 17), we have

/dc ibeTec fdcibe(Vet;) -Vbt;d-t;e febid+t;e fed h+ fd)3ib- h)3/d+Aib/d

where we used the identity )3fb=f';ejeb+feV'bt;e.
Consequently from (3. 11) and the last equations, we have (3. 13).

Next, from (3. 11) we can get

TcbTcb=Tcbp~b-ATcbfrfb+Tcb f/t;eib-Tcb ibet;efc-Tcb f/ibaCV'et;a).

Therefore using (3.13) and feTec= -2fc+ Af" we have (3.14)
Finall, in case (2), we can obtain our lemma from (3.11)' by the virtues

of (3. 5), (1. 27)', (1. 28)' and (1. 32)'.

Applying the operator Vc to (3.11), using (1. 38), (3.16) and Ricci
identity, and assumming that the submanifold is minimal, we then have

(3.18) VeTeb= -mV'bA+ A</Jib+ </JibdVdA+ JeCV'eA) h- (m-3) h d2/d.
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Now an infinitesimal variation which satisfies 5!fb=@fb, @ being a certain
function, is to be said to be fibre-preserving. Thus for a fibre-preserving
variation from ogcb=2Agcb s and (1. 29) we see that Bfa=-Afa by (3.12).
Putting p=E;efe, differentiating this covariantly and using the identity 'i3fb=
t;e feb+ fe V~e we then have

V'df..l= 'i3!J= Afd·

Thus we obtain V'cV'df..l= W cA) !J+ Ala" from which we have
feWeA)!J=V'dA,fbd(V'dA) =0,

where we used Ricci identity and fab fba.
Substituting this result into (3. 18) we have

V'eTeb= - (m-I) V'bA+ArjJ fb,

from which we have

V'e ([Teb + mAgeh-AfefhJt;b) = ~ TcbTch+ (m 2-1)A2.

Thus if the submanifold is compact orientable, we have

f[TcbTcb+ 2(m2 -1) A2JdV=0,

dV being the volume element of Mm. Hence we have ([4J, [6J)

THEOREM 3.5. If an infinitesimal conformal invariant variation of a com
pact orientable invariant minimal submanifold of a P-Sasakian manifold whose
structure vector fi is tangent to the submanifold is fibre-preserving, then it is
isometric and f-preserving.

Similarly we have

THEOREM 3. 6. For an infinitesimal conformal invariant variation of a
compact orientable invariant minimal submanifold of a P-Sasakian manifold
whose structure vector fi is normal to the submanifold, if the ambient manifold
is space of a constant curvature, then the variation is isometric and f-preser
ving. Moreover it is normal.

Proof. If the submanifold is minimal, from (1. 32)' and (1. 34)' we can
easily find hcbxjca= -mfx and rjJ=O.

On the other hand, we assume that the ambient manifold is space of
constant curvature, then we see that from (1. 13) and (1. 14),

Kdcbat;a= - (t;dgch -!;cgdb) + hdaX!;ahcbx - hcaxf;ahdbx,
V'dhcbx=V'chdbx.

Now applying the operator V'c to (3.13)', using (3.17) and the last equat
ions, and computing by straighforward, we have

V'eTec=V'eV'ef;c+ (m+ l)!;c- hecxhaex!;a-2VcA-2Veh/xf;x.
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Consequently by substituting (3. 16) into this equation, we have

VeTec=2ml;c- mVcA.

Hence we can obtian

Ve[(Tec+mAgeJ-;cJ=2m-;ct;c+ ~ TcbTcb + (mA) 2,

from which, if the submanifold is compact orientable, we have

S(2m-;ct;c+ ~ TcbTcb+ (mA)2]dV=O.

This completes the proof of our theorem.
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